In modern software development, developers have to select and combine appropriate APIs from software libraries to implement any features. This paper proposes an approach that takes as input a method name which a developer is attempting to create, and suggests APIs that are likely used as a template of method body. By using the template as a reference and/or editing the template, the developer can write the method body. Our approach generates templates from association rules that associate APIs with identifiers such as method names, class names, and field types/names included in a large set of source files.
Introduction
In modern software development, developers have to select and combine appropriate APIs from software libraries to implement features. However, learning APIs is difficult and time consuming because of numerous APIs and their combinations.
Some approaches which suggest candidates of method body from the context of the source code under editing are proposed to develop software efficiently [2] [3] [4] . They suggest code snippets by leveraging the context of the method body, therefore, they can suggest better candidates than code completion of standard IDEs. However, they cannot suggest appropriate candidates without a part of a method body.
In this paper, we propose to suggest sets of APIs as templates of a method to developers attempting to create a new method. The approach suggests APIs which developers probably write in the method body after they decide the method name. The idea which suggests templates of a method body is implemented as one of the code completions in Eclipse [1] . Eclipse suggests creating method getFoo and setFoo in a class which has field foo, because developers are likely to create a getter/setter to get the value or set a value Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. AOAsia'13, March 25, 2013, Fukuoka, Japan. Copyright c 2013 ACM 978-1-4503-1861-7/13/03. . . $15.00 in a class declared a field. We generalize the idea for other kinds of methods so that IDE can suggest templates of method body to developers. APIs which developers are likely used in method body are learned by association rule mining. We associate APIs in each method with its method name and identifiers around the method such as class names, field names and field types.
Approach
This paper proposes an approach which suggests templates of method body. Developers complete the method body by using the template as a reference and editing it. Our approach focuses on relations between a method name and the method body to generate templates of method name.
A method usually has a short and self-describing name, whose verb and object respectively express the operation and its target performed in the method. In some cases, a method name comprises only a verb, whose object is implicitly indicated by identifiers around the method, e.g. the class name or fields.
Ideally, it is expected that generated templates of method body are complete source code, however, generating complete method bodies to general methods is very difficult, since method bodies have variable definitions, method calls, and complex control structures.
In this paper, a template of a method body is a set of methods which are likely called in the method. Our approach helps developers to choose APIs from a lot of APIs; developers can look up various documents that explain the usage of the APIs included in a template.
Templates of method body are generated from association rules which association rule mining find from a large set of source files. Association rule mining use method names, methods called by the methods, and identifiers around the methods such as class names and field types/names. Method names are divided into verb and object because the verb of a method name represents the behavior of the method.
One example is a Data Access Object (DAO) class. Classes using databases have connection fields and is defined a method which executes SQL statements. The method is named updateUserInfo and so forth and processed the following steps: 1) create a SQL statement (the method name is createStatement), 2) execute the SQL statement (executeUpdate), 3) close the SQL statement (close). It expects that association rules found from source files using a database have a pattern which methods called by the method are createStatement, executeUpdate, and close when the field type is Connection and the verb of the method is update. Our approach suggests a set of methods {createStatement, executeUpdate, close}
Figure 1. AN OVERVIEW OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF OUR APPROACH
by using this pattern when a developer creates a new method the verb of which is update in a class defined a Connection field.
Implementation
An overview of the implementation of our approach is shown in Figure 1 . The implementation consists of two steps: 1) learning knowledge by source files, and 2) code completion using association rule DB.
Step 1 is performed in advance of Step 2.
Step 1 creates a database that contains support, confidence, and association rules that each antecedent is a set of identifiers of source files and each consequent is a set of methods called by a method. In terms of association rule mining, a transaction is a set of identifiers related to a method. For each method in source files (a training data set), we extract the verb of the method name, the object of the method name and related identifiers including the class name, arguments of the method, fields accessed by the methods and method names called in the method as shown in Figure 2 . Each name is associated with its origin; for example, the class name "DAO" is represented as an item "class:DAO" in a transaction. After all methods are translated into transactions, we execute association rule mining to extract association rules whose consequent is a set of methods called in method bodies. For example, a rule {verb:update, fieldType:Connection} ⇒ {method:createStatement, method:executeUpdate, method:close} is extracted from source files. This rule indicates that a method likely calls a set of methods createStatement, executeUpdate and close if the verb of the method is update and the method can access a field whose type is Connection.
Step 2 suggests templates of method body as sets of method calls to a developer just after input a method name. We extract verbs, objects, and related identifiers from a source file edited by a developer, and then look for association rules whose antecedents are included in the source file. Finally, consequents of searched rules are suggested as templates of method body to the developer. The templates are sorted or narrowed down by support, confidence, and so on. The developer chooses a template and inserts it in the source file. The developer writes the method body by using the template as a reference and/or editing the template.`a Figure 2 . VERB AND OBJECT OF METHOD NAME AND IDENTIFIERS RELATED TO METHOD BODY
Current Status and Future Work
Currently, association rules are obtained from a small set of source files, and we are evaluating the rules. We are going to analyze the results and create association rule DB from a larger set of source files. In parallel, we are implementing our approach as an eclipse plugin.
We are planning two evaluation experiments. One experiment evaluates the usefulness of suggested templates. In the experiment, we compare templates of a method body generated from methods in source files by our approach with the original method body to see that they match. The other experiment asks subjective opinions. Some developers worked on the tasks and answers questionnaire about generated templates and usability of the tool.
Even though a method can have two or more functions, its name tends to expresses only one of these functions. Those multifunction methods could obstruct the knowledge extraction from source file set, since method calls implementing a function are bound for a method name expressing a different function. AspectOriented programming techniques can improve the effectinveness of our approach by improving cohesion of multi-function methods.
We are also planning to provide not a set of method calls but different type of data to a developer. For example, developer can obtain the appropriate order of API usage if a sequence of method calls is used as a method template.
